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	Using an innovative and unusual approach in the programming field, this book could somehow be compared to a waterfall: it starts quietly, by describing simple basic terms, and then accelerates until it covers most modern features towards the end. For absolute beginners or more advanced developers, this book explains the most common terms used in modern JavaScript programming, client or server side, through examples.
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101 Ways to Advertise Your Business: Building a Successful Business with Smart AdvertisingAllen & Unwin, 2004
Practical tips on advertising products and services simply, effectively, and without a big budget abound in this conversational business book. Step-by-step advice is offered on creating an advertisement, buying advertising space, and ensuring that advertisements are effective. Advertising in newspapers, magazines, on the radio, television, the...
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Algorithmics: The Spirit of ComputingAddison Wesley, 1987

	Provides a study of the fundamental theoretical ideas of computing and examining how to design accurate and efficient algorithms.


	This book tells a story. The story concerns the concepts, ideas, methods and results fundamental to computer science. It is not specifically about computer technology, nor is it about computer...
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Learning Maya Character Rigging and AnimationAlias Wavefront, 2002
Learning Maya | Character Rigging and Animation will teach you everything you need to achieve effective character set-up and animation in Maya. Developed by Alias|Wavefront Education Product Specialists, the book focuses on the creation of a human character, and provides both theoretical exploration and practical application - each chapter includes...
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CISA Certified Information Systems Auditor Study GuideSybex, 2008
Take charge of your career with CISA certification    

    Prepare for CISA certification and improve your job skills with the training you'll receive in this valuable book. Covering the very latest version of the exam, it's packed with instruction on all exam content areas, including the most up-to-date regulations, IS...
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Five Modes of Scepticism: Sextus Empiricus and the Agrippan Modes (Oxford Philosophical Monographs)Oxford University Press, 2019

	Five Modes of Scepticism examines the argument forms that lie at the heart of Pyrrhonian scepticism as expressed in the writings of Sextus Empiricus. These are the Agrippan modes of disagreement, hypothesis, infinite regression, reciprocity and relativity; modes which are supposed to bring about that quintessentially sceptical...
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Scheduling: Theory, Algorithms, and SystemsSpringer, 2008

	Sequencing and scheduling is a formof decision-making that plays a crucial role in manufacturing and service industries. In the current competitive environment effective sequencing and scheduling has become a necessity for survival in the market-place. Companies have to meet shipping dates that have been committed to customers, as failure to...
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